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You know, BLACK COMMUNITY,

As I understand it, studying and celebrating history, among other things, is supposed to educate us about the mistakes
of the past, so that we will not make them again!!

Well, obviously that isn't working because here you are, essentially right back in the same boat you were in over 50
years ago.

And with that being the case, you need to scrap celebrating 'Black History!!' BECAUSE OBVIOUSLY, YOU
HAVEN'T LEARNED  A DAMN THING!!

**********************************

Do you know what is interesting??

It is the fact that when discussing this 'sham' impeachment of Trump for inciting an assault on Washington, with those
that back the trial, I get the same response from them when I bring up the fact about the 'left' waging a 5-year long
'jihad'  against  him  based  on  Maxine  Waters'  marching  orders  to  GET  IN THEIR  FACES  WHEREVER  YOU
ENCOUNTER THEM!!! That response is, THAT'S NOT THE CASE!!

That means, in their minds, IT NEVER HAPPENED, or worse yet, IT IS IRRELEVANT!!

This is the mindset of the uneducated, in that they can't see the connection between the 2, where if the first had not
occurred, what happened on January 6, probably would not have happened. Maxine stirred up the pot, and when it
exploded, the Democrats blamed Trump!! 

********************************** 
Agree, or disagree???

If Donald Trump had run as a Democrat, that party would not be bringing these accusations against him!!!

In fact, they would be going all out to shoot down any thing that showed he was really guilty!!

Talk about the height of hypocrisy!!!

********************************** 

This is a fact!!. When you are living, and believing a lie, this is how, and why, you end up in the condition you find 



yourselves in, today!!!!!

As far as God is concerned, there is no such thing as, the BLACK CHURCH!!

The term suggests that God has one set of rules for everyone else, and a different set for Blacks. And, that is a lie. The
Word of God, Genesis 1:1's 'IN', thru Revelations 22:21's 'AMEN' applies to everyone. When black preachers decide
not to address certain scriptures, or interpret them the wrong way, then, they are saying, they don't apply to us.

And for the record, there is no such thing as denominations of churches. THERE IS ONLY, THE CHURCH!!!

And, it is this position, that is at the root of your problems, because you are believing, and living a lie!!

******************************************

MESSAGE TO THE DEMOCRATS, AND THEIR SUPPORTERS!! 

IT IS NOT US THAT YOU SHOULD BE AFRAID OF!!

Prv 1:24 Because I have called, and ye refused; I have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded;

Prv 1:25 But ye have set at nought all my counsel, and would none of my reproof:

Prv 1:26 I ALSO WILL LAUGH AT YOUR CALAMITY; I WILL MOCK WHEN YOUR FEAR COMETH;

Prv 1:27 When your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction cometh as a whirlwind; when distress and 
anguish cometh upon you.

Prv 1:28 Then shall they call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but they shall not find me:

Prv 1:29 For that they hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of the LORD:

Prv 1:30 They would none of my counsel: they despised all my reproof.

Prv 1:31 Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own way, and be filled with their own devices.

Prv 1:32 For the turning away of the simple shall slay them, and the prosperity of fools shall destroy them.

Prv 1:33 But whoso hearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil.

************************************ 

In 1712, a former slave owner from the West Indies, instructed the slave owners here, on how to reduce the numbers
of slaves being lynched, because of their continually running away. Each slave lynched, was a lost investment.

He told them, that 'If you follow my instructions to the letter, I will guarantee that THEY WILL TRUST YOU, AND
ONLY YOU, for 300 years!!'

Well, it has been nearly 309 years, and evidently his plans are working better than he predicted. The slaves are still
trusting their masters!!

That man was Willy Lynch!!! And, those slave owners, were liberal Democrats.

[Ref. Willy Lynch letters – LET'S MAKE A SLAVE!!]


